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LA TIN AMERICA 

Mondale Faction Has A 

Program For Mexico 
Liberal· J)olic¥"m�_king circles connected to the Mon

dale wing of the U .S:�()Vernment issued a series of mani
festos this month on how to remedy Mexico's economic 
and social problems: a program of labor-intensive jobs, 
population control, sealing of the Mexico-U.S. border, 
and energy conservation. 

Leading the pack is a seven-point pro-
gram presented by the Virginia liberal academic,· 
George W. Grayson, in the winter issue of Foreign Policy 

magazine, one of whose associate editors (currently on 
leave) is the head of the U.S. National Security Council, 
Zbigniew Brzezinski. The core of Grayson's program is 
"closing the border escape valve" in order to "force the 
Mexican government to confront difficult questions 
about Mexico's economic development," a' sentiment 
directly echoed by the New York Times, and London 
Financial Times Mexico correspondent, Britisher Alan 
Riding; and by New Republic contributor Stanley 
Karnow, writing in the Baltimore Sun. After describing a 
series of no-energy and no-economic-growth proposals 
for Mexico, all three writers warn that if their super
austerity plan is not adopted by the Mexican govern
ment, "the future of Mexico" (as Karnow puts it) "may 
make the Cuban revolution look mild by comparison." 

The Mondate Visit 
Observers in Mexico will be looking closely at Vice 

President Mondale's upcoming visit to Mexico this 
month to see if he uses the opportunity to push implem
entation of this program, which has been widely seeded 
in the U.S. press. The American embassy in Mexico has 
already announced that during Mondale's Jan. 20-22 
visit, he will try to convince Mexican President Jose 
Lopez Portillo to accept the U.S. Administration's pro
gram for halting the influx of undocumented workers, 
most of them Mexicans. Further pressure on Mexico can 
be expected when U.S. Labor Secretary F. Ray Marshall 
visits there only a few days after Mondale; Marshall is 
the author of the Administration's anti-illegal-alien 
policy. In the Baltimore Sun last week G. William Miller, 
Carter's appointee to head the Federal Reserve, said 
that "drastically curbing the flow of illegal aliens" was a 
priority for the U.S. because this could "reduce unem
ployment to 5 percent." 

The U.S. embassy also announced that Mondale will 
discuss the issue of natural gas exports to the U.S. This 
issue has created tension between the two governments, 
since Energy Secretary James Schlesinger, whose 
energy policies have been backed in the past by Mondale, 
vetoed the import of Mexican natural gas last month, 

alleging that the price was too high. The Mexican press 
has been speculating that Mondale will link the gas ques
tion with the illegal aliens program. 

The Mexican government does not look kindly on the 
Schlesinger-Mondale pressures. "I don't believe the 
issue of the undocumented workers will be discussed" 
with Mondale, said the Mexican Foreign Minister this 
week, and in respect to the gas price issue he com
mented, "That is something that was already discussed 
with Schlesinger." 

Contrary to the no-energy line being advanced by 
Mondale, Schlesinger, and their press outlets, Lopez Por
tillo declared that, development of the country's oil 
reserves is central to his development perspective. In 
two major addresses this week, he called on the workers 
at Mexico's national oil company, Pemex, to "admin
ister the abundance" of oil to continue to aid Mexico's 
fight for progress. "How can we face our succeeding 
generations," he asked, "if we have not converted the 
wealth of oil into permanent wealth in industry and agri
culture?" 

The Mondalites' Program I 
The following are quotes from the articles "The Oil 

Boom" by George W. Grayson, published in the winter 
edition of Foreign Policy; "Mexicans Concerned that 
Reliance on Oil May Aggravate Ills" by Alan Riding of 
the New York Times on Dec. 31, 1977; and "Mexico: The 
Coming Upheaval," by Stanley Karnow in the Baltimore 
Sun of Jan. 9, 1978. 
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:. "Oil may not help b:ut harm" 
.' 

' 
1\ 

Riding: �uphoria over Mexico's rk�ent oil discoveries is 

I beginning to give way to uneasy r�cognition that the new 
wealth will not solve - and may:aggravate - many of 
the coun�ry's deep social problems. 
Karnow: Many specialists argue ... that oil may aggra
vate rather than solve Mexico's problems. 

Population Control 
Karn.ow: The upheaval is going to occur within the next 
decade ... as a result of this country's inability to develop 
its economy to keep pace with the horrendous population 
explosion taking place here ... that view is shared by the 
Carter Administration. 
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Grayson: Population now grows faster than the 
economy ... Mexico's population is growing faster ihan 
that of any other major country, and the nation's appetite 
f�r energy seems_insatiable. 

. Labor-Intensive Jobs 

Riding: The principal concern is that Mexico's oil devel
opment and related industrialization will absorb huge 

f amounts of capital...but create relatively few Jobs· 
... Some leftist analysts have argued that no rate of oil 
exploitation would release funds for more labor-intensive 
economic activities involving agriculture, small-and
medium-sized industry, and commerce. 

Karnow: The prospect of instant wealth derived from oil 
profits is flawed by the fact that the investment required 
to develop the resource is enormous. Moreover, the new 
oil industry is only going to provide jobs for a small frac
tion of the youths entering the labor market. 

Lopez Portillo's "Illusions" 

Riding: Over the last year, the government of President 
Jose Lopez Portillo has used oil to strengthen Mexico's 
balance of payments and to renew foreign confidence in 
the country's long-term economic prospects. It has also 
indirectly suggested that oil is a panacea for all of 
Mexico's problems. 
Karnow: Critics of the government contend that Mexican 
President Lopez Portillo is creating a dangerous illusion 
by dramatizing potential oil revenues as the panacea. 

Pemex "Corruption" 

Riding: Most observers also believe that, with the oil 
industry already in government hands, a principal bene
ficiary of the boom will probably be the long-ruling Insti
tutional Revolutionary Party, which has been facing 
growing criticism in recent years ... While Pemex is ex
pected to lift the country out of underdevelopment, the 
company is said to be wracked by corruption and ineffi
ciency. 
Karnow: Other critics complain that the oil industry, 
which is controlled by the government, will serve mainly 
to strengthen the ruling Institutional Revolutionary 
Party, which has been in power for years. 
Grayson: Of all the constraints, the most important is the 
inefficiency of Pemex ... More important is the role of the 
powerful Petroleum Workers Union, which makes the 
Teamsters look like a bunch of Little Lord Faunt
leroys ... While vested interest has succeeded in gutting 
President Carter's energy program, the Mexican chief 
���cutive.�.has begun to reorganize Pemex. 

. 

The Grayson 'Proposal 
These are excerpts from the seven-point program for 

Mexico advanced by George Grayson in the winter 1978 
issue of Foreign Policy magazine. 

1. Immigration Control: The United States must act at 
once to stem the flow of illegal or "undocumented" 
Mexican immigrants to this country. At the very min
imum, Carter's quasi-amnesty plan ... should be imple
mented. Many experts insist that a combination of 
methods - ubiquitous electronic sensing devices, spot
light-equipped helicopters, noncounterfeitable work 
cards, sturdy fencing, criminal penalties for employers 
knowingly hiring unlawful workers, expansion of the U.S. 
border patrol, etc. - will improve the situation ... 

2. Population Control: The United States, through bi
lateral contacts and international financial institutions 
such as the World Bank, should provide all the assistance 
possible to Mexico's nascent family planning 
program ... Mexico's oil earnings can finance a compre
hensive rural family planning program. 

3. Labor-Intensive Industry: Under President Robert 
McNamara the World Bank has insisted that developing 
countries undertake vigorous population control pro
grams as a prerequisite of major assistance. A similar 
requirement should be applied with respect to labor
intensive industry ... Among labor-intensive activities 
that might be emphasized are specialty farm crops in 
Northern Mexico, irrigation, soil conservation, and road
building projects throughout the nation. 

4. Trade Policy: If Mexico embarks upon a serious pro
gram of labor-intensive production ... the United States 
should facilitate the entry of more items into its 
market ... this strategically important country should be 
allowed to send more products to the United States in 
return for exporting fewer bodies. 

5. Tax Reform: At a time when many Third World 
nations are narrowing the gap between rich and poor, 
this social fissure is deepening in Mexico ... an additional 
60,000 million pesos could be generated each year if the 
collection machinery were streamlined. For technical' 
guidance on fiscal matters, international lending 
agencies, the Internal Revenue Service, and American 
universities could help. 

6. Energy Conservation: The government now sets low 
energy prices, thereby encouraging energy- or capital
intensive production. Conservation practices ... should be 
encouraged. Technical assistance might come from the 
increasingly conservation-minded Canadian and Ameri
can experts. 

7. Energy Diversification: Because oil will last only a 
few decades, diversification of Mexican energy sources 
should be emphasized ... There are major deposits of 
commercial grade coal.. .Mexico is one of the only coun
tries with identified geothermal resources... But 
Mexico's greatest potential lies in solar energy ... Success 
with solar energy might induce Mexico City's policy
makers to reevaluate their fledgling nuclear program, 
under which the first light-water reactor, Laguna Verde I 
in Vera Cruz State, will come on line around the end of 
the decade. 
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